?3. The equivalence of axioms. We begin with a useful technical lemma. LEMMA 3.1. Let S = {SO a < co,} be a collection of countable subsets of Col. The following two conditions are equivalent:
(a) For every uncountable X C co1, there exists a countable Q C X which cannot be covered by a finite subfamily of S. (b) For every uncountable X C wl, there exist countable sets Q C X and H C Col, such that Q cannot be covered by a finite subfamily of {S, c: a H}. PROOF OF LEMMA 3.1. Clearly (a) implies (b). Now assume that (b) holds.
For an uncountable set X C co1 we will say that a pair of countable sets Q C A and H C co1 "works" for X, if Q cannot be covered by a finite subfamily of {S, & a H}.
Fix an uncountable set X C co,. We will show that there exists a countable Q C X which cannot be covered by a finite subfamily of S. Define by induction We can assume without loss of generality that, for some 1 < k < n, 
X n n T# X n n T#; n y (4) = X n a-tn Tfl n y (O).
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Let us look at the image of the last set under a.
k~~~~~ a (X n a n0 Tfl(4i) n y (40O) a= (X) n n Tfli n a' (y 4)
The first equality in (7) holds because a is a bijection, the second because a is an order preserving bijection. By (4) the last set in (7) is nonempty, hence n ~7n I T# 7 0, and (5) Indeed, Axiom 1 is clearly equivalent to this modification with A = co, and S, C co, for all a. Conversely, assuming Axiom 1 we can easily replace co, everywhere in Axiom 1 by any set of cardinality co,. Also, SQ need not be a subset of A nor co,: conclusions (a), (b) and (b') hold iff they hold for all SQ n A in place of SQ.
We will use the following weakening of MA (coi). 3.11. MA (co,; precaliber ni). If P is a p.o. set with precaliber R, downwards, then for every family 9 of co, %-dense subsets of P, there is a set that is P-generic for 9.
It is known that MA (coi; precaliber Ri) is strictly weaker then MA (coi); for details see [W] or [F] . n and all a. Indeed if (p, a) c G nD., and n c ran (p [A space is said to be locally countable if every point has a countable neighborhood.] Of course such a subspace cannot be Lindel6f, and so it is also an S-space.
It was a major unsolved problem for many years whether S-spaces can be constructed from the usual (ZFC) axioms of set theory. Baumgartner and Todorcevic independently and almost simultaneously showed that they can not. Here we give new proofs using Axioms 0 and 1.
Call a space co-fair if every countable subset has countable closure. Obviously, an uncountable co-fair space is not separable, and so the following theorem implies that there are no S-spaces under Axiom 0. THEOREM 4.2. Axiom 0 implies that every locally countable regular space of cardinality col has an uncountable closed co-fair subspace.
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.2. Let the space have co, as an underlying set. For each a & co,, let SQ be an open neighborhood of a with countable closure. If there is an uncountable subset Z of co, which meets every S. in a finite set, then any such Z is clearly a closed discrete subspace, hence co-fair. If there is no such Z, then by Axiom 0 there is an uncountable X C co, such that every countable subset of X is contained in a finite union of S, 's, hence has countable closure in the whole space. The closure of X is the desired subspace, since every countable subspace of X is in the closure of a countable subspace of X, hence has countable closure in X.
Ei
If we use Axiom 1 instead, the above argument gives a conclusion easily seen equivalent to the nonexistence of S-spaces. Recall that a free sequence in a space Y is a transfinite sequence (ye : a < T) in Y with the property that, for each y < T, the closure of {y, : a < y4 in Y does not meet that of {y6 8s > y4. Clearly, every closed discrete subspace is a free sequence in any one-to-one well-ordering, and every free sequence is a discrete subspace. THEOREM 4.3. Axiom 1 implies that every locally countable regular space of cardinality co, has an uncountable discrete subspace. 
